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Freedom Village Concert

“A Tribute to John & Dede Howard”

Wednesday, April 13, 2016—7:15 p.m.
Freedom Village, Holland, MI

String Quartet in C Major, KV 465 - “Dissonance”.................................Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
   Adagio - Allegro
   Pablo Sanchez, Violin
   Richard Clark, Violin
   Colin Fenwick, Viola
   Andrew Gagiu, Cello

Davidsbündlertänze Op. 6, Book II ..........................................................Robert Schumann
   Balladenmässig. Sehr rasch (In ballad style. Very quick)
   Einfach (Simple)
   Mit Humor (With humor)
   Wild und lustig (Wild and joyful)
   Edgar Pérez, Piano

Sonata No. 1 in G minor ................................................................................Johann Sebastian Bach
   Adagio
   Nicole Hwang, Violin

Two Melodies from Op. 35 ..............................................................................Sergei Prokofiev
   Andante
   Allegretto leggero e scherzando
   Carlos Lozano, Violin
   Analiz Lozano, Piano

Sonata No. 1 Op. 1 in F Minor ......................................................................Sergei Prokofiev
   Allegro - Meno Mosso - Allegro
   Taemin Yoon, Piano

Consort for Ten Winds .................................................................................Robert Spittal
   Jeux
   Aubade
   Sautereau
   Becky Vajdic, Flute
   Stacey DePluzer, Flute
   Willaglys Senior, Oboe
   Pedro Falcon, Oboe
   Gabriel Halsey, Clarinet
   Richard Ulangca, Clarinet
   Analiz Lozano, Horn
   Josie Ticar, Horn
   Alexandra Castro, Bassoon
   Erik Vyhmeister, Bassoon

   Alan Mitchell, Director

Please silence all electronic devices and refrain from recording and
the use of flash photography for the duration of the performance.
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.